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Labor:
E. F. Bishop (Chairman), Wm. Pfotenhauer, Royal D. Mead.
Cultivation:
A. Adams (Chairman), F. Weber, C. B. Wells, A. Lidgate,
Vvm. Pullar, T. S. Kay.
Fertilization:
C. F. Eckart (Chairman), A. l\Ioorc, H. A. Baldwin, C. Wolt-
ers, James Gibb, James \Vebster.
Irrigation: r:.1•W. W. Goodale (Chairman), B. D. Baldwin, L. Barkhansen,
John Hind.
Hauling and Transportation of Cane:
G. F. Renton (Chairman), H. P. Faye, J. '1'. Moil', D. C. Lind-
say, K. S. Gjerdrum, George Chalmers.
Manufacture:
J. N. S. Williams (Chairman), E. l\Iadden, Wm. Stodart, E.
K. Bull, J. A. Scott, J. Watt.
Machinery:
C. Hedemann (Chairman), C. C. Kennedy, Jas. Scott, II. H.
Renton.
Utilization of By-Products:
G. H. Fairchild (Chairman), Fred Meyer, J. N. S. Williams,.
Geo. Ross.
Forestry:
. L. A. Thurston (Chairman), J. 1\1. Lidgoatc, H. A. Baldwin, D.
Forbes, E. OIding, G. Gibb. .
Experiment Station:
W. l\f. Giffard (Chairman), E. D. Tenney, G. M. Rolph.
Labor Saving Devices:
.J. A. Low (Chairman), W. G. Ogog, P. McLane, Albert Hor-
ner.
The year 1876, when the reciprocity treaty between the
Kingdom of Hawaii and the United States of America was en-
tered into, marked the advance of the sugar industry of the.,
Hawaiian Islands; labor was plentiful and comparatively
cheap, the prices of sugar were high and the conditions favor-
ed a rapid increase in the sugar industry of the islands.
In late years, however, the prices of labor have risen and
the prices of sugar have decreased, and periods of industrial
depression have at times very much affected the sugar in-
dustry. '1'he planters have had their prosperous years, and
have also suffered from lack of labor, droughts, low prices of
sugar, and other conditions, during which times they have
manufactured their sugar at such expense that there has been
no profit. The unfavorable conditions, however, have been
met with the IJl'O~I'eH:,;iYe spirit of ~\merh-an farnwrs and busi-
nrR:'; men, and improved methods of cultivation and manu-
facture have been adopted.
Twenty years ago the average yield of commercial sugar
waR about 10 pounds per 100 pounds of cane and the average
yield of cane pel' acre was about 25 tonI'. .At the present time
the average yield of commercial sugar is about 12 pounds per
100 pounds of cane and the average yield of cane per acre
is about 40 tom.;. .
There are now being operated 52 Rugal' ])lantations,' with
outputs varying' from :350 short tons of sugar per annum to
35,000 tons. The great majority of these plantations are
operated under their separate management, while a few sell
their cane to neighboring millR and plantationI'. 'rhese 52
plantations are all represented in Honolulu h~' agrnts.
l\Iost of the plantations are joint stock companies. There
are a few, however, which are owned by individuals. Forty-
three of the plantations which are incorporated have 6;366
stockholders.
The sugar is shipped to San Francisco, CaL, and around
Cape Horn by steamer and sailing vessel. From California
it goes· overland to the East.
Under' the United States navig:ation lawR it is necessary
that all sugar sent fl'om here be shipped in American bottoms.
The planterI' have been una hIe to obtain suitable American
fonllagp ~mmcient to ('alTy all thl'i,' Hugal' to NIP East around
'Capp Horn, and at Ip:tRt OlH'·follrth of the erop of 400,000
tOllS produced last year had to go to San Francisco, Cal., and
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'J.'HE SUGA.Il INDUSTRY OF HATVA.II.
By C. F. ECIC\RT.
At the present time the sugar industry is depressed and is
feeling the effc('h, of the low prif'e of sugar whieh p1'cvailed
during the past three years and the lack of sufficient competent
field labor. '1'he damage done to the cane fields by tIle leaf
hopper, cane borer, and fungus diseases has also been very
g'l'eat.
In the year 1902 the total tonnage produced in the islandr~
was 355,611 short tons. '1'he capitaIi,mtion of the incorpor-
ated plantations was *63,940.650, and the amount of dividends
paid was $1,757,520, or at the rate of 2.75 per cent.
In 1903 the total tonnage produced was 437,991 short tom;.
'1'he capitalization of the plantations was $64,878,931.63, and
the total amount of dividends paid was $1,555,652.68.
1894. 1895. 1896. 1897. 1898.
Tons. Tons. '1'ons. Tons. 'l'ons.
Hawaii ..... 7:2,ln!) lilJi4:} lOn,2!Hl l:2G,nG !)l,606
l\faui .. ..... 33,689 27,735 29,0!)7 41,047 45,033
Oahu ....... 18,843 17,433 35,782 28,929 34,181
Kauai ...... 41,701 42,816 51,650 54,414 58,594
---
Total ..... 166,432 149,627 225,828 251,126 229,414
1899. 1900. 1901. 1902. 1903.
Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.
Hawaii ..... 117,239 115,224 134,618 121,295 170,665
3Iaui ....... G,/.,:lSn :i7,::n :is,:l·!!I :iG,7:2(j 84,776
Oahu ....... 45,820 5:3,625 99,534 107,870 121,066
Kauai ...... 65,359 63,348 67,537 69,720 61,484
--- ---
'rota I ..... :282,:~m7 2Sn,G'/'± :1GO,O:38 :155,611 487,n91
from thence overland at a rate very much greater than by all
water.
'rhe time taken in getting sugar to the market· is from hVo
to five months, owing to the great distance which it has to be
transported.
In some instances the sugar is shipped direct from the port
of a plantation, but in most cases it comes to Honolulu or
Hilo, Island of Hawaii, or Kahului, l\faui, and from th.ere is
shipped to the States. The shipment from the various island
ports to Honolulu is accomplished through the two inter-
island steam navigation companies, which control about 19
vessels, representing an American tonnage of 6,018.
The Island of Hawaii produces more sugar than any of the
other islands, the Island of Oahu coming next, followed by
l\Taui and Kauai. The annual output of the islands since 1894
has heen as follows:
[2,000 pounds to the ton.]
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THE EXPANSION 010' 'fHE SUGAR INDUSTRY THROUGH TIlE
TAKING OVER OF NEW LAND,
This increased yield per acre during a period of nine years
may be attributed to several causes, which may be briefly
stated as follows:
1903.
93,;~50
438,054
9,385
Yield per
acre.
Pounds.
9,385
1~.:ri"7
6,927
Total
sugar.
Tons.
438,054
~fi(),;)~5
177,529
1895.
47, 3!:?9.5
157.419.5
6,472
Acres.
Yields ot sligar tor 1903.
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YIELDS, PERTILIZATION, AND CULTIVATION.
Hawaiian Islands' , 93,350
Irrigated plantatious ..!~,()n7
Unirrigated plantations 51,253
52
Under cane acres
Total yield of sugar tons
Yield of sugar pel' acre .. , pounds
"'hilt' tht' <iyer<lg;e yiPld of J.fin tous of sugar PPI' H('I'(> ap-
pears high when compared with that of other sugar-growing
countries, it is in a measure misleading, for the fact that the
Hawaiian cane crop takes as a rule from eighteen to twenty-
two months to mature (thirty months are required on certa irr
fields on the uplands of Hawaii) necessitates a considerable re-
du~tion in this stated yield before it can be brought into com-
parison with annual crops of other countries.
ReliahIe statistics have been recorded since 1895 showing
the yields of sugar and acreage of all plantations in the p:roup,
and the iEcreased production per acre between 1895 and 1903
may he seen from the following figures:
A cel'tain g-ain per acre has without doubt followed tlw plant-
ing of new lands. 'l'he total area of cane harvested in 1895 was
47,:mn.:J a('r\,s, Of Ih\'l::\t' ~mg'a!' lands ~:~,!l4ri a('!'\'s. 01' lJl'adi('alIy
50.fj pel' cent., wel'e dependent upon rllinfall fOI" their watel'
supply, and 2:~,454.5 acres, or 49.4 pel' cent.. wel'e il'1'igated.
In l!lO~ tlIP Ill'ea of cane harvested WIIS 9:3,~50 aCI'es, of which
The yield of sugar for the Hawaiian Islands for the crop of
1!W)J was 4;~S,()54 short tons, whieh quantity wal:; hal'Yested
from an area of !I:U~5() H(·l'es. Th(> following stat\'lll('nts of
yields show the relative production on irrigated and uuil'ri-
gated plantatious, and for the islauds as a whole:
51,253 acres, or 54.8 per cent., were dependent upon rainfall,
and 42,097 acres, or 45.2 pel" cent., received irrigation. 'l'hese
figures show that the unirrigated area has increased over the
irrigated lands by 9,156 aeres since 1895. Unless we stop to
consider the nature of the lands added to the sugar area in
each instance we would expect to find a decrease in the acre
yield for UHI3 ruthel' than an increase, other influenel's being
omitted from consideration.
New lands taken over by the unirrigated plantations have
been largely on the higher levels, where the soil is thinner and
poorer as a rule, arid the sugar yields, although at first good,
are soon reduced after harvesting one or two crops and be-
come less than those obtained from the lower-lying areas. On
the il'l'igated plantations the new lands which have been addea
to the cultivated area have usually been richer than those un-
.leI' cultivation for some time, and such expansion has followed
the opening of new sources of water supply with the advan-
tages of improved irrigation facilities. The production per
acre on the unirrip:ated plantations was 30.4 per cent. higher
in 190:3 than. in 1895, and on the irrigated plantations a gain
of 61.3 per cent. was obtained during the same period. The
gain in the former instance must be attributed almost entirely
to improved methods of cultivation and fel,tilization and to the
introduction of more thrifty varieties of cane, while in the lat-
ter case a greater production due to new lands can not be
omitted as an important factor along with the gain from pro-
gressive methods of cane farming. A considerable part of this
gain on the irrigated plantations was dne to the yields of three
plantations situated in a favorable locality bordering on Pearl
Hnrbor. The acreage of cane harvested from these plantations
in 190:3 was 10,419 and the sugar :vields 88,768 tons. Omitting
tlH'se plantations from the list of irrigated estates would reduce
the average yield per acre of il"rigated plantations for 1903
from 12,377 pounds to 10,844 pounds, and of the islands as a
whole from 9,385 to 8,423 ponnds. Two of these plantations,
reprrsenting 49,993 tons of the 1903 crop, came into existence
later than 1895, and the other has largely extended its area
since that year. Increased technical skill in the mill and sugar-
honse, with a resulting decrease in losses of manufacture, has
aIso added to the output per acre.
\\Thile the foregoing comparison shows a remarlw ble increase
betwern the yem's 1895 and 1903, it must be borne in mind that
the high-water mad\: in the production of these islands has
hl'l'n rl'aehed; the crop for 1904 will not reach more than
380.000 tons, while that of the following year is not estimated
to amount even to that figure.
Thl' profits accruing from the increased yIelds on the irri-
gated plantations have not always been commensurate with
the increased production, owing to the large cost of waterway
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Operating expenses , , , *0.081
Interest 6 pel' cent , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .014
Depreciation 3 per cent ,......................... .007
Operating expenses .. ,.,.' , ,., ,. *0,053
Interest 6 pel' cent .. , .. , , , , . . . .. .014
Depreciation 3 per cent . , , . , .. , .. , , . , . ,. .007
\Vith fuel oil the avel'age cost is reduced as follows:
About 5,000,000 gallons are used per acre in the growing of a
erop. and this quantity is lJlllllped to a maximum height of 550
feet.
A careful test conducted at the experiment station of thl'
Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association in Honolulu showed
that without irrigation it was only possible to obtain 1,GOO
pounds, or less than 1 short ton of sugar pel' acre. This was
with a rainfall of 32.5 inches per year. The largest of the irri-
gated plantations have a much smaller rainfctll than 32.5 inches,
and it would not be possible to harvest even the small acre
output indicated by the unilTigated cane at the experiment
station. A yield of 1,GOO pounds of sl~gar to the acre would not
justify the expcnsc of g'l'owing, har/vesting', and mill ing' the
same, and it is safe to say that were the sligar lands of this
'rPI'l'ihn'y ('ntirp]y dpI)('Jl(h'nt npon rainfall, tl\(' 1HO:: ('I'Op
wonld have yielded litlIe mOl'c than 1TT,;):'!!! tons oj' sllgm.
construction and of pumping. '1.'he cost of irrigation includes
the installation of pumps, 'construction of ditches and reser-
voirs, tunneling, and the labor of applying water to the cane
furrows. The expense incurred in the making of Hawaiian
irrigation ditches may be eonceived when the obstacles en-
countered in this line of engineering work are considered.
The headworks of the Makaweli ditch, for instance, involve
29 tunnels of a continuous length of 5 miles, 7 feet wide and
7 feet high, excavated in the solid rock and built on a grade of
8 feet per mile, which will give a daily capacity of over 60,-
000,000 gallons when running 4 feet deep (report of 1\1. M.
O'Shaughness~·.) A.s regm'ds the cost of pumping' to higher
elenltion, nIL O'Shaughnessy stated: "'1.'0 pump 10,000,000
gallons daily against a head of 300 feet with ordinm',Y pumps
and fuel in service will consume 15 tons of coal daily, which
at $8 pel' ton amounts to $l:W f01' daily fuel eXlwnses." An-
other engineer computes the aWl'age cost of lifting 1,000,000
gallons of water 1 foot, with coal as fuel, to be as follows:
Flm'fIIJIZA'fION AND CUUfIVA'fION.
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INTRODUCTION OF NEW VARIETIES.
Feb., 1905.]
Pl'oba bly in no other cane-growing country does the subject
of fertilization receive so much consideration as in the Hawai-
ian Islands, and the study which has been given to this question
by plantation managers has done much to raise the sugar yield
1)('1' al'l'l' thl'oughout t,hp 'l'(·I'I'HOI'y. 1'IantpI's hpl'p hayl' a<1o]ltl'd
a policy difl'el'c'nt from that mma Ily in vog-ue. TIH'Y do not wait
to fertilize after the soil is deplpted and exhausted, but prac-
tice the plan of snstaining- the food qnalities of the land and
l)('tt('I'ing' itH condition hy th(' extensive lise of fertilizers on
the virg-in soil. The percc'ntage of the variouH ing-!'eclients, as
well as the fOl'll\s in which they arc npplied in mixed fertilizers,
111'(' car('fllJl~' ('onsidered with reg-Hl'd to elimate lllld soil nnd,
owing to the divel'Hitv of Hawaiian eonditio!1s, fertilizer fol'-
mula~ show wide va'riations in the various districts of thc
g'I'Ollp.
The avel'ag'c qUHntity of mixed fertilizer applied per Hcre for
In aeeordance with the experience of planters in other sugar-
growing countries, those of Hawaii have been obliged to main-
tain the yields in many localities by the substitution of more
thrifty and hard.iel' canes than the old standard varieties. Tlle
attention given to this subject on many of the plantations has
undoubtedly helped to raise the acre output. On Hawaii, the
Lahaina cane after having been grown for many years was
finally succeeded by the Rose Bamboo, which latter variety is
now making way for a more vigorous cane, termed Yellow
Caledonia. In districts subject to over-copious rains 01' to ex-
.cessive drought, and where Lahaina and Rose bamboo (in less
measure) would show an occasional falling off in pr'Oduction,
under such adverse influences Yellow Caledonia, through its
hardier characteristics, has maintained a favorable yield in
less-favored seasons. On lands which had given out for Laha-
ina to such an extent that the cane made but a meager growth,
this variety has yielded a profit to some plantations that would
otherwise have taken off their crop. at a loss.
'rllC Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association maintains at
considerable expense an experiment station in Honolulu, where
new varieties introduced from foreign sources are carefully
tested as to their productive value, and then sent to the various
plantations for trial under their conditions. \Vith the advent
of sprous insl'\'t ppsts HlId fungus dispases in Hawaiian ('ane
fields, it became neceSSHl'y to carefully watch the growth of
these canes to note their relative immunity from disease and
OH'i\' ability to ('ope with the sprious llPsts of the islands.
Total . . 1,646,575
1,376,575
Nitrogen in nitrate of soda. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270,000
About 6,000 tons of nitrate of soda containing approximately
900 tons of nitrogen were also used. 'l'hese large quantities
of the various fertilizing ingredients would have values some-
what as follows:
Nitrogen in mixed fertilizer $750,300
Phosphoric add in mixed fertilizer 2H3,880
Potash in mixed fertilizer 393,395
~'
.,'
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the crop of 1903 was 910 pounds, the average formula being
7.1 per cent. phosphoric acid, 10.1 per cent. potash, and 6.1
per cent. nitrogen. 1'he amount of mixed fertilizer applied to
the crop of 1903 was approximately 41,000 tons. The amount
of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash used was as follows:
Tons.
Nitrogen in mixed fertilizeI'I 2,501
Phosphoric acid in mixed fertilizer 2,911
Potash in mixed fertilizer .4,141
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In addition to nitrate of soda, specially bought fertilizers,
such as lime, ground coral, fish scrap, muriate of potash, tank-
agp, and a mixture of nit-rate of soda and snlphatp of ammonia
were applied. 'rhe value of these latter materials. together
with the cost of ba gging, mixing of complete fertilizers, and
transportation would bring' the total amount expended for fer-
tilizen; to somewhat over $2,000,000. Besides the:-;e fertilizers,
which ,,'ere bought, large quantities of stable manure, furnace
ash, molas:-;ef.i. Imd disintep:l'ated mud pref.iS cakes were used,
the exact quantity of which is not known.
On one plantation, a:-; a result of careful fertilization, a gain
of 100 prr crnt. in sugar was obtainrd over unfertili7.ed land.
On vrl'~' fertile soil:-;, which rr:-;pond lrf.i:-; to fertili7.ation, a gain
of 20 pCl' ('rn1. 11<1S bern l'rachrc1 through the 1\:-;e of suitable
fertil i7.in g' matrria 1.
Almost a:-; much attention ha:-; heen p:iYl'n to cultivation a:-; to
fertili7.ation, and owing to the diverf.iity of methoc1f.i littlr can
be said Oil the subject in a lll'irf repo;·t of this nature. The
most approved pattrJ'lls of agrieultlll'al implrment:-; are u:-;ed,
and specially cOllstl'llCted plow:-;, harrows, etc., have been adopt-
ed in somr installces fOJ' the thoJ"ough preparation and cultiva-
tion of the soil. Steam plows arc used on mallY pstates, and
deep plowing 'with modpratc suhsoiling arc practiced where
the depth of the staple will permit. In the rainy districts the
east of stl'ipping, i. P., removing the dri('d \(':\\'('s from th(' ('anl'
and keeping down weeds, are large items in the expense of
cultivation.
During the last several years the cane fields of the Hawaiian
Islands have been afflicted with a ser'ious pest, termed the leap
hopper (Perkinsiella saceharicida), which on many estates has
greatly reduced the yield of the 1904 crop. Since getting a
foothold in the Territory it has been noticed on seed cane arriv-
ing fl'om Queensland and on Chinese cane imported for eating
purposes by the Chinese population. It very probably was
received oliiginally from either Queensland or China, where It
is not known as a pest, owing to the presence of natural ene-
mies which keep it in check, or limitations exerted on its repro-
ductive capacity through climatic causes. An inspection of all
plants entering the islands is now rigidly enforced, and much
labor and expense have been incurred in reducing to a mi_ni-
mum the chances of receiving insect and fungous pests from
foreign sources. The Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association
has organized an efficient entomological bureau for the control
of vHrious ('ane pests, and it is expected that much will be
accomplished in keeping' down to a safer limit the hopper,
borer, and such pests as have in the past proved highly injuri-
ous.
The prevailing' low prices of sugar and high cost of labor,
tog'ether with the serious loss annually incUl''l'ed from insect
and fungous depredations, necessitate the utmost vigilance on
the part of plantation managers to determine sources of loss
in the mill :md fields. and through technical skill in the one
insbmce and progressive methods of farming in the other, to
combat the tendency toward reduced profit which has been
strongly fplt from ypar to year.
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WHAT PLA~TATIONS SHOULD TAKE THE PRECAUTIONS
OUTLINED IN THIS BULLETIN.
*T wish to spccially acknowleelge the kindness of se,-!'ral friends
mnch experienced in Hawaiian cane growing who have read this hnlletin
in MS anel havc givcn mc thc bcncfit of thcir criticisms. 'j'he hulletin
has been matcrially improvcd thcrcb)'. T rcfcr to 1fr. \Y. \Y. Gooela]!',
manager of thc \Vaialna Agricnltural Compan,\"s Plantation. Mr. An-
drew Adams, manager of the I\:ahulm Plantation Company's Plantation.
and m'y collcagnc, lIfr. C. F. EC'kart, Direetor of thc Agri"lJ!tural and
Chcmical Division of this Station.
Of all the precautions that can be taken against the occur-
rence of disease on cane plantations, it is doubtful if any out-
rank in importance, care in the selection and prPIHll'ation of
the cutting's or sets. From the first momcnt in this process to
the last, there are numerous precautions, some of which at
least, no careful manag'er should allow to escape attention.
From the time it is decided what variety to plant, to the plac-
ing' of the sets in the g']'01ll1d, each step should he so taken as
to guard the future crop against disease. and at en'r)' step
there are measures that may be profitahly taken on most
planta tions.
I
• f
,<
INTRODUC'fION.
By N. A. CODn.
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THE INSPECTION AND DISINFECTION OF CANE
CUTTINGS.*
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The increased losses caused by diseases of the Sugar Cane
will, sooner or later, in all countries where that crop is grown,
necessitate special attention being given to the cutting's-atten-
tion so directed as to minimize the diseases that gain entrance
to the plants through the" seed." This subject -is one of im-
mediate importance to the planters in Hawaii, and is treated
of in these pages.
If it appears to the experienced planter that in some parts
of this bulletin we have gone into unnecEssary lIIinutin:" at-
tention is asked to the faet that what are unnecPssaJ'Y IJarti\··
ular's to some are not so to others. It seemed bettc!' to con·
sider all the possible I'eaders of the bulletin; at nIP risk of
being to prolix for some.
It may of course be argued that on some plantations disease
does not exist, and that it is therefore unnecessary to take any
of these precautions. If we consider only the immediate fu-
ture there may be something in this contention.' If the man-
ager asks why he should go to the expense of taking these
precautions when his plantation has always been free from dIS-
ease, and why he should reduce the profits of the plantation
by the expense of these precautions, when there is no reason
to suppose he is at present losing money through disease, he
puts practical questions, the answer to which must be that
it U is true that he is at present losing nothing through dis-
ease and there is no immediate prospect that he will lose from
that cause, it would be foolish to borrow trouble.
But the question of disease on cane plantations is a very
(~omplicated one, and recent history in many parts of the
world show that even when the planter feels most secure he
may be on the verge of a serious outbreak of disease. A
number of the fungus diseases of cane are most insidious in
their attack; gaining ground in such an obscure and hidden
way that almost before he is aware of it the planter finds him-
self in the grip of an unsuspected enemy.
In its general nature disease in a ('ane plant is similar to
disease in the human body. There is hardly a r.erf3on ,vho
{"annot re('all the attack of some sickness. tllP grippe, or sonw
one of a dozen or nlOre of the common infectious dif3eases to
which we are subject. Let him ask himself WHEN that at-
tack began. The answer is that he does not know. The 0'1'-
ganism causing the disease is so minute and the exact method
of its attack is so obscure that it is impossible to fix the mo-
ment of its first onset, except within wide limits, and then
only with the introduction of numerous" ifs" and" andfl':'
,\That applies in such an obvious manner to the human body
applies 'with redoubled force to the cane plant. In the first
pbH'e WI' know less of the diseases of the wnc plant than we do
of th<, diseases of man, as a matter of ('OI11'se, Dangel' to
human life is what we take the greatest pains to avoid, and any
disease that threatens us becomes the subject of the most
searching inquiry. 'rhe number of investigators and the
acuteness of the research reaches its maximum in the case of
tllP diseato"es of man. 'r,lwse m'e llIt'n' truisms. Xow, if aHel' all
time and money spent in the investigation of the diseases of
man we art' ohligpd to admit that in most ('<Uws \vp ('annot
tell the precise history of the beginning of an attack in any
particular case, how much more true this must be in the case
of the cane plant whose diseases arc so much less well known.
To thiR we must add the fact, and it is a most important one,
that we understand the physiology, not only of cane, but of
plants in genel'al, mueh less perfectly than we do that of ani-
mals. ,\Te i1re therefore much more I il\Cly to misinterpret the
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AIMED AT A NUMBER OF DISEASES.
symptoms of disease in the case of plants than in that of
animals.
How then is the planter to know that he is not in danger of
an attack on his cane? He certainly cannot be positive about
the matter, and if this is the case would it not be wise to b01;-
rowan axiom from the Public Health Service-" Take no
chances?" 'l'he public is justly severe on an officer who sub-
mits it to the risk of infection. Human life and health are
more valuable than the cash profits of a sugar plantation, still
the precautions that are taken to guard the one may often
serve as models in guarding the other. 'l'here are cynics who
say that human life and hard cash are practically synonymous
terms. They are surely sufficiently analogous to justify the
above course of reasoning which leads us to the conclusion
that precautions may be profitable even on plantations where
apparently no disease exists, and even where there appears no
immediate prospect of an attack.
This bulletin is aimed at fungus diseases of the cane in gen-
eral, not at any particular one of them-or perhaps it would
be better to say that it is aimed at all those fungns diseases of
the cane that enter the plant by way of the cutting.
.The fad that the planting season is now at hand leads to the
publication of the present bulletin at this time. The data thus
quickly gathered are sufficient to warrant what is here said,
and if the suggestions be promptly acted on they may be of
service dming the present planting season. At a later date,
sometime during the next year it is hoped, sufficient advance
will have been made in the examination of the cane diseases
of Hawaii to justify going into further particulars. Mean-
while, it appears unwise to delay all publication until that
time, so plain is it that certain precautions are manifestly ad-
visable to a large extent regardless of particular diseases.
Accordingly the symptoms of the various diseases are left
for the most part undescribed. The general rule to be fol-
lowed is a very simple one. First, become thoroughly familiar
with the appearance of unquestionably healthy cane cuttings
of the variety to be planted. Second, reject all cuttings that
show any departnre from a healthy appearance, no matter how
small it may be. In particular, look out for colorations at the
ends of the fibres, as snch coloration is almost withont ex-
eeption an indieation of di~ease present in the cutting. Healthy
fibrps al'P colorlpss. Ruch cnttings as contain colored fibre~
are likely to produee diseased plants. It is probable that S0111e
planters may be surprised at the fewness of the joints that arp
free from snch markings, but this is simply an indication of
,
.,
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It is not necessary at the present place to go into the very
important matter of the selection of disease-resistent varieties,
as that subject will be dealt with elsewhere. Leaving this
weig'hty matter out of account, the first thing that calls for at-
tention in the selection of cuttings is the particular area from
which they are to be harvested.
'I'here is. in a general way, no part of the whole operation
where a little time can be so profitably spent, and the results
are in some cases so satisfactory that all other precautions
may be to a large extent dispensed with·. .
The crop from which the" seed" is to be taken should be the
healthiest on the plantation, and should there be no healthy
areas on the plantation it is best to go elsewhere for the sets.
If it is necessary to do this, the planter should he careful to
select another plantation as nearly like his own as possible, ex-
cept of course in the matter of disease. It is, as a rule, rather
risky to bring seed from plantations of a different character
as to soil, climate, and so forth. There is not the slightest ob-
jection to doing it by way of experiment on a small scale-in
fact, such a course is highly advisable. But to bring large
quantities of seed from a plantation of a different character
is too likely to result in decreased profits. Hence if sets are
brought to a plantation fl'om elsewhere and on a large scale,
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the considerable extent to which the cane has become infested
with disease.
Cane fibres when they first become diseased have a tendency
to turn pink or reddish-in some diseases, also yellow. From
this light tint they become red, then brown and finally almost
black. By the time the fibre first attacked is black, others in
its vicinity will have become pink or various shades of red,
and so the disease progresses.
These fibres which are colored, though they be no widel~ than
a hair, are the infallible symptoms of disease, and cuttings.
showing them should not be planted.
The writer is prepared to find that on some parts of some
plantations the rigid adoption of this rule will exclude nearly
all the cuttings. Under such circumstances, if it is not con-
sidered advisable to procure cuttings from elsewhere, it will be
best to relax the inspection to such an extent as to make the
production of the necessary amount of" seed" a feasible
operation. but it must not he forgotten that this relaxation is
fI':mght with dal1g'el' of still propag'ating' thp di:,;easps. fo'till
when one cannot do as he would, he must do as he can.
Pal,tial I1leaS\1l'es are often better than 110np, and if takpn this
year may result in the possibility of a rigid selection next
year.
preference should be given to plantations of a similar general
character as to soil, elevation, climate, water supply, drainage,
proximity to the sea, and general management. This latter
list of particulars will show to the practical man what a range
of conditions is included under the term" similar plantation."
A variety may do well on one plantation and not so well on
another for anyone of the above reasons as well as some
others. In particular, mention may be made of the general
management, as it is one whose bearings are not particularly
obvious. The p:rowth of a crop is to a considerable extent
a personal problem. 'rhis personal factor is an important
one. ,Ve sometimes hear it said that Blank's crops are
always good. 'rhis is one way of expressing the personal
factor. 'rhe crops are good because they are Blank's, that is
to say, his met,hods of using- the ~allle forces that his neighbol'
uses are such that he gets different results. It is obvious thai!
this personal factor must be allowed for in selecting a planta-
tion from which to secure cuttings for the renewal of crops on
a diseased aJ'ea.
Of course if a plantation is ill-adapted to a certain variety
and on that account produces poor" seed," it may be advisable
to send to a plantation of a different character for seed. It
sometimes happens that a crop can be profitably grown under
conditions that are on the whole rather unsuitable, with the
result howeve.r that the crop becomes so much deteriorated
that it is an unfit source for" seed." Then it is of course ad-
visable to send to a plantation of a different character that
does produce suitable seed. Such cases are exceptional and
do not upset the general rule that it is best to bring seed from
plantations of a similar character, if it is to be introduced
on a large scale.
Once it is decided from what crop to secure cuttings, an im-
pOl'tant step has been taken, but it should be followed by
others second in rank only to it. Of these the rejection for
seed purposes of all suspicious parts of the crop, stands first
in importance. It must be remembered that every attention
paid to these selections on a large scale means a saving in
the later steps of our problem.
In a given plot or field it is seldom that there is not one por-
tion better than another. It must be borne in mind that in a
crop propagated from cuttings the best is none too good. In
fact it has been seriously argued, at any rate in thr case of
cane, that any given variety is bound to "run out," as the
saying is, in the course of time, no mattrr what precautions
are taken. It seems to the writer that it is at least a little in-
cautious to make such a statement until there is more evi-
dence that the proper preeautions have been taken to prevent
such" running out." His own observations in many parts of
the world and on many kinds of crops would lead him to
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think, that, as a rule, comparatively little systematic attention
has been paid by planters to keeping up the standard, not only
of cane varieties, but of varieties in general. '1'his is not to
deny that eertai,n individuals have taken the proper course to
that end, but simply to indicate that the general practice, on
which the result really depends, has been one of carelessness
in this regard. Until such a criticism no longer rests on
good grounds, it seems as if those who predict the inevitable
"running out" of varieties are prognosticating from an in-
secure basis. :lVIoreover, there is some ground for believing
that an actual improvement can be made in varieties by
careful and long continued selection of sets, grafts or cutting·s.
If this be so, it is entirely against the theory that varieties
propagated by cuttings necessarily" run out."
In the present state of our knowledge it would,,in any case,
seem to be a sound maxim that" 'I'he best is 1I0llC too good for
seed. "
~eled. therefore, those parts of the plantation that art>
known to be the best, and use seed from these only. If this
means a decrease in the current year's yield of sugar, remem-
ber that the future yield will more than make up for this loss.
In determining what are the best seed-areas on the planta-
tion, consider not only the present condition but the past his-
tory. Any part of the plantation that has been the scene of
disease in the immediate past is to be regarded with suspicion
no matter how well it may look at present. Having a choice
of two parts looking equally well at the present time, unhesi-
tatingly reject that which" has a past."
The most experienced and successful planters of other crops
not infrequently make a specialty of the growth of their own
seed, and no doubt this is to a certain extent the case in Ha-
waii. It is a highly commendable plan. The details arc
somewhat as follows:
Secure from some reliable source, one of the most important
of which should be the local Experiment Station, seed of .the
desired varieties. '1'his seed should be specially selected and
prepared by the best scientific methods known. It does not
matter that the amount of seed is at first small. That is a
necessity of the case. '1'he great point to be aimed.at is to get
the vcry best and the very healthiest seed. Having secured
this good healthy material, give it the best attention from
year to year and increase its amount up to the plantation
scale as fast as possible. 'rhus far this plan is one frequently
exemplified. '1'here are fewer instances where this process is
practiced each year so that brill,rlillg forward fresh secd is {/
/'('!III1ar part of the ycar's opcmtiolls. 'When once such a
scheme is in operation its details are not onerous and there can
be no doubt whatever that sound business principles underlie
such a practice.
1
I
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After the seed area has been definitely decided on. the har-
vesting, from beginning to end, should 'be so 'conducted as to
weed out any undesirable plants or patches. If the area is
"patchy," discard the poorer patches. No matter how healthy
the cane may appear as a whole, it is certain that some indi-
vidual plants will be diseased. 'l'he spores of disease are al-
most omnipresent and it is as impossible for all the plants of
a plot of cane to escape disease as it is for every inhabitant of
a city to escape sickness. Human foresight cannot absolutely
prevent all sickness. It is beyond the present power of man
to absolutely exterminate dise.ase. The most he can do is to
reduce the .disease to what may be termed bearable limits.
In the seed-cane area, therefore, the next step is to so modify
the harvest as to bring to light, as fast as possible, all the dis-
eased and suspicious plants. because here, as before, the de-
tection of such patches and plants save trouble in rejecting
the individual cutting·s. It must be borne in mind that our
task is not perfectly performed until we have weeded ont
every diseased cutting and" pickled" the balance.
To this end it is deHirable, therefore, to inspect ever~· row of
cane and remove therefrom all diseased and suspicious plants;
or at least so mark them as to allow the harvester to avoid
them. The most expensive part of the process of securing·
sound cuttings is that part which employs the greatest amount
of highly paid labor. It is a matter of judgment what part
this shall be in any given case, but in many instances it is
certain to be the inspection of the individual sets. In nll such
cases expense will be saved by careful attention to the cane
before it is cut-in the manner just described.
'When the canes have been cut the sticks may with ad-
vantage be inspected and suspicious individuals' discarded.
Here the rule should be to unhesitatingly discard any canes
that appear in any way undersized. overgrown, "off color," or
otherwisc suspicious. ']'he rejection should be made by one
thoroughly familial' with the normal appearances of the
variety under inspection. and this of COlll~se applies also to all
the previous stages of weeding out.
It is sometimes recommended that an inspection he made of
the standing cane after it has heen toppcd and befoJ'(~ it is
cut. This course may be advisnble in some cases, where tIle
rpquisitc method of harveAting is followed. and may be made
to replace the inspection of sticks after the canps arp cut :md
before they are cut up into sets or cuttings.
In examining a crop for suspicious plants, attention should
be paid to the appearance of the tops of the cane; and if these
show symptoms of disease, the canes should be rejected no
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The rejected cane will, of course, as a rule, be crushed. If
there be any considerable quantity, it should be harvested and
milled all at one time and particular attention be g'iven to the·
destruction of the field refuse which will contain untold mil-
lions of dangerous spores.
On some plantations in other parts of the world it is the-
custom to collect all thc pieces of cane that refuse to burn
with the trash, and on Saturday afternoon put them through
the mill, simply to insure the utter destruction of the spores
and insects they mllY harbor. This is a course that in my
opinion is fully justified on a plantation severely smitten with
disease. 1'he juice for such a crushing should be sterilized.
or run into thc sea. It should not be allowed to contaminate·
cane land.
'l'he facts of the CHse are as follows: the burning of the trash
while it destroys some sticks that m'e riddled and dry, does not
destroy thc "half dead" truck that still contains considerable·
matter how healthy the sticks may seem. In case a stalk
looks suspicious, the top may be lopped off and split longi-
tudinally, and later on2 after the stalk has been allowed to
"bleed," the cut may be examined for any suspicious symp-
toms. 'l'his applies particularly to the disease known as gum-
ming.
The three most common routes through which cane becomes
diseased are: .
1. Ji'roln the soil, tlll"OllrJh the I'oot.,;, 01' tlll'ouyh the cuttings.
2. 'l'hl'ollgh the ZC(/Des.
3. 'l'hl'ollghl/;ollllds in the stalk.
As an instance of the first may be cited those numerous.
cases where diseased cuttings are unwittingly planted. As a
result the disease in the cutting gains access to the new cane
plant.
. As an example of the second may be mentioned a disease,.
often erroneously termed Rust, which attacks the leaves, kills
them, and the stalk in consequence decays from the top' down.
As an example of the third may be mentioned those fungus-
diseases that destroy cane that has been attacked by borers.
Now in anyone of these cases the disease may be in its'
initial stages at the time the planter appears on the scene in
search of his seed cane. 1'he point I wish to make in refer-
ence to thc tops of the cane is this: that the stalk while ap-
pearing to be still in good condition may be already in the
grip of disease through the medium of the leaves, and this is
specially liable to be the case if the tops appear in any way
diseased. Diseased leaves, if at all seriously attaek('d, are a
sufficient reason for rejecting a stool for seed purposes.
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PREPARATION OF THE CUTTINGS.
juice. These are more or less roasted on one side but not
sufficiently heated to destroy more than a fraction of then'
'contained spores or insects. Unless utterly destroyed, they
'continue to be a source of infection, '1'0 plough them in is
simply to plant disease-literally to cultivate it.
Where there is much disease it is highly desirable to get rid
of these half dead stalks that will not burn. If it be consider-
'ed too serious an interference with the milling arrangement to
put them through the mill at the end of the week, (the time
at which it would cause the least inconvenience and loss) then
some other method should be adopted.
If these stalks be collected and placed in a ravine whence
the drainage is direct into the sea and not on any part of the
plantation, I see no serious objection to such a procedure, so
far as fungus diseases are concerned, provided the stalks are
not allowed to become dry and a source of dust (which would
inevitably contain spores of disease).
'rhe preparation of the cuttings should be entrusted to ex-
pert laborers only. Especially is this the case if it is pro-
posed to dispense with treatment with Bordeaux Mixture, of
which something' will be said later. 'l'he tools for the cutting
of the sets should be special tools, and they should be kept
specially sharp. I find very little attention paid to this point.
If the planter will attentively examine two sets, one produced
by a skilful stroke of a sharp cane knife and the other by an
unskilful stroke or by a dull knife, he will see various dif-
ferences between them, and these variations are such that they
will orig-inate important differences in the history of the cane-
plants destined to spring from the cuttings. The explana-
tion may be a little tedious, but it is necessary, inasmuch as
it is highly important to a proper understanding of the sub-
ject.
'rhe object of preparing cuttings in the manner here advo-
cated is two-fold: first, it is to enable us to makG a successful
inspection; second, it is to preserve the future plant as far as
possible from infection.
In inspecting cuttings one of the principal objects is to
examine the cnds and to reject any that look diseased or even
suspicious. This inspection is greatly facilitated if the ends
are clean and well cut. If they are shattered by bad cutting
or a dull knife, it will often be difficult to make sure what the
internal state of the cutting really is. It is not a difficult mat-
teI' to learn the normal appearance of perfcctly healthy cut-
tings. A man of ordinary intelligence should be able to do
this with a little practice, guided by a little instruction or
reading. Very little observation will serve to convince any-
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one that the sets may easily be so poorly cut as to seriously
interfere with a proper inspection. If the cut is clean and
smooth, every fibre of the cane will be visible, and any dis-
coloration due to internal disease will be quickly seen if it is
at all pronounced. If it is not of a pronounced character, the
chances of seeing it are in proportion to the smoothness of the
cut. Hence the sharpness of the tools qnd the skill exercised
in using them playa most important part in the successful in-
spection of sets or cuttings.
'rhis, however, is only one part of the matter, for the manner
of cutting the sets has a most important bearing on the subse-
quent history of the plants that spring from them.
It is now well established that a number of the diseases
of the cane find their way into the plant by way of the cut-
ting. In regions where cane is grown, the spores of these dis-
eases that gain entrance by way of the "seed" are, as we
have before remarked, almost omnipresent. '1'hey are to be
found in almost every conceivable place-on the tops of'
houses, all over the foliage of trees, even on the tops of the
highest accessible land, in our food and drink, in fact, as said,
in almost every conceivable location. It is no wonder, there-
fore, that they are to be found in any part of the soil to which
they could be transported by wind, water, or by animal
agencies, and in fact, these are the very places where they are
the most nnmerous. In the soil, also, they find their most con-
genial abode-if we except the interior of the cane-plant itself.
In the soil they find nutriment, and there they can maintain
life for-we do not know how long. 'l'hey are always to be
found in enormous numbers, in the soil of cane fields, at any
rate in the case of the more common diseases of the cane. A
single diseased eane plant will often bear such a number of
these spores that, if they were evenly distributed, thousands
could be supplied to every square foot on an acre of land.
From this statement, which is an extremely moderate one, it
will be seen that the chances are greatly in favor of every
foot of land on a cane plantation being well infested, particu-
larly if cane has been grown there for a series of years in the
ordinary way hitherto practiced. The longer the cane is
grown on the same land, the greater becomes the infestation,
up to a certain point. As before said, it is absolutely im-
possible to exterminate these diseases, this prevalence of in-
visible spores being such as to defeat any measure of exter-
mination that has so far been devised. 'l'he spores stand ever
at hand ready to enter cane tissue if given a chance.
'1'he cane plant has armed itself against any such invasion
by the building of a tough and impenetrable cuticle, and in
this measure of defense the plant appears successful, for in
most cases, so far as we know at present, the disease is in-
capable of forcing its way through this cuticle, though there
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are important exceptions to this statement. It is far differ-
ent, however, with the ,raw end of a cane-cutting placed in the
ground. Here the tissues upon which' the parasite feecis are
fully exposed to attack, and the ubiquitious spore soon enters
and grows thriftily. I have on many occasions verified this
assertion. So have others. Now, though the disease may
enter the end of the cutting, its progress may be slow in com-
parison with that of the new plant under good weather concli-
tions, and it may be some time before the disease oyertakes,
as it were, the new plant. It may fail altogether to oyertake
it and the result be a success from the cane-grower's stand-
point. But how will it be if the cutting has shattered ends?
Obviously the fungus has a much better chance to get in its
deadly work under such circumstances. 'rhe smallest crack,
it matters not how small, quite invisible it may be, is a broad
and open door to the spore or mycelium of one of these dis-
. eases. '1'he smallest crack affords it a broad road. 1\ow, bo-
.for the disease can very seriously menace the new plant it
must penerate to nenr the joint or node f"om which the bud
spring's. This distance in a well prepared cutting is several
inches, and constitutes a considerable defense to the new
plantlet. But if the cutting is shattered in the way we hnve
described, the fungus may enter nlmost at the node itself, amI
on the very border of the new plant tissues. As there is at
first no very sharp demarkation between the tissues of the
new plant and the old, this is tantamount to an entry into the
new plant itself, whose fate is now settled. It "'ill become
diseased.
There is a third objection to shattered sets, and it applies
when the sets are treated with fungicides. It is now estab-
lished that treatment of the seed with fungicides is nn efficient
method of preventing the entry of disease, and in many caSl'S
there is assurance that some treatment of this sort is of prac-
tical value. In certain cases it has already proved to be so.
but further tests on the plantation scale are necessary before
the best methods will be fully established. Now the treat-
ment of tl1<' shattrred srts is a much less satisfactory ope,'a-
tion than that of clean cut sets because the fungieicle fails to
rnter these slJlall cracks at the shattered end of the set owing
to the presence in them of air, and in conseqnence the fungus
has a door still left more or less open to it.
These arc powerful reasons why the preparation of cutting'S
should receive much greater care than is common.
The tendency to shatter is greatest on the "off" side of the
knife, and if he keeps this fact constantly in mind a workman
will, hy taking' advantage of ccrtain circumstances, tnl'Jl out
hetter work. 'L'hc last cut is often made merely to remove an
ohjectionable cnd. By cutting in the proper manncr, the ten-
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INSPECTION OF THE CUTTINGS.
In the inspection of cane cuttings it is highly desirable to
employ a good pocket lens. Not that it is necessary to em-
ploy it on every cutting-far otherwise; but when the eye is
once familiarized with the appearance of disease undp,r the
lens it is much keener in detecting it without the aid of the
lens. The Hastings lenses made by the Bausch: & Lomh,
Optical Company of Rochester, N. Y., are about the best
pocket lenses known to me, though they are somewhat ex-
pensin'. It is best to have a good lens. Of course, this is
onl~' one of l1lmwrous reasons "'hy a cane planter shoukl carry
a g'()oc1 pocket lens.
I do not know of any machine invented for the production
of cutting's of cane for planting purposes. - In my opinion it
would he wise to call the attention of the manufacturers of
eall(' machinery to the matter with a view to enlisting t1lCir
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dency to shatter may be transferred wholly to the end to be
discarded.
From the disease-resistant point of view the manner of cut-
ting the sets may be good or bad according to the position, as
well as the natur:e, of the stroke. One point to which atten-
. tion should be paid is its position with reference to the eye
which is to originate the new cane plant. This eye should
have all the nourishment at its disposal that can be conserved.
If a single cut is to sever what are to become two separate
cuttings, it is best to make it half way between the joints.
This preserves to each new plantlet an equal portion of nour-
ishment.
Often this is not the case, and one of the parts into which
the knife severs the stick of cane is to be discarded. In this
case the cut should be made neal' the eye next to that it is in-
tended to leave to grow. This procedure leaves to the eye
destined to produce the new plant all the nourishment to be
derived from the whole of one internode. A two-eye cutting
which has three internodes, or practically so, is a better cut·
ting than one of two eyes that has practically only one inter-
node.
It will be seen that the production of good cuttings is the re-
sult of the observance of a score of points anyone of which
may not be of much importance taken by itself, but such that
'when all are added together on the right side, they constitute
something formidable. In this respect the operation does not
differ materially from hundreds of the common trn,des or
operations of everyday life. It is the relative amount of care-
ful attention paid to each step in a process that determines
the difference between good workmanship and poor, and often
between success and failure.
""1\10re like a Spanish machete.
inventive faculties in this direction. What is wanted is a
machine or tool with a special blade of good quality steel, so
formed and driven as to produce cane cuttings having per-
fectly smooth oblique ends quite free from longitudinal cracks.
I am co;nfident such an improved tool can be devised, and if it
can be produced at a reasonable cost, its use would, I have no .
doubt, affect a saving that would justify considerable extra
expense.
If cuttings are to be made with ordinary cane knives these
latter should be specially prepared and used by a skilful work-
man. 'l'hey should be of such a good quality of steel that they
. will take and retain a good edge. They should be thinner
and lighter than the ordinary field knife,* and the edges
should be as thin and acute as will stand the necessary strain.
They should be constantly re-sharpened as they become in the
least dull, and in the process of cutting should not be allowed
to become gummed up with the juices of the cane. When
put on one side for a few minutes they should be wiped or
stood in a vessel of water to prevent this gumming up. If
these simple precautions be taken, I have proved by trial that
cuttings of a superior quality can be made at a very slight
additional cost indeed. Of course the precautions to be ob-
served necessitate the employment of skilful men as cutters,
but men can be found on almost any plantation who will, with
some practice, turn out a good job.
As to the manner of cutting the sets, there is room for
choice, for it will be found that if the cane is given a half turn
at each swing of the knife the two slanting ends of the cut.
ting will both fa I"'. upwards at the same time and this is some-
times a help in inspection. The best angle of cutting will soon
be acquired. If the cut is too square the tendency to shatter
is greater than when it is more oblique.
As the aforesaid skilled cutter produces the sets they may
be packed in racks or other receptacles by a boy who places
them as regularly as possible with the oblique faces upper-
most. The sets will vary in length and hence it will be best
to sort them according to length as they are stacked. This
work will fall to the boy. The inspection will be much facili-
tated by whatever regularity can be introduced into the cut-
ting and stacking. This "racking" of cuttings is more feas-
ible on cane "farms" than on the large plantations.
The appearances that are to be looked for in the inspection.
as a basis of rejection. will vary with the particular conditions
of the plantation. According as one or another disease is to
be expected. so will the inspection vary. Of course the object
is to exelude aII disease. Commonly. the test will be a purely
visual one. Having in mind the healthy appearance of the
•
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,particular variety under examination, the inspector will reject
any cutting that looks suspicious. In general the diseased tis-
sues will give rise to discoloration at the end of the cutting.
This may appear at once or it may appear only after the lapse
of some time-in some cases, 24 hours. The ends of the fibr~
of the cane are to be particularly noticed. If pink, red,
brown or black, they are undoubtedly diseased, except that
there is a slight tendency to a uniform pinkness normal in
some varieties. In general the discoloration due to disease
is most plainly to be seen while the cut is still quite fresh, and
for this reason one inspection should follow closely on the cut-
ting, especially in dry weather. However in at least one dis-
ease, the Gumming of the Cane, the appearances are more evi-
dent after several hours, or even the whole of one day, es-
pecially if the disease is not of a very pronounced character.
In such a case it is best to cover the stacks of sets with some
wet covering and allow them to remain 24 hours to "sweat."
After this time yellow stains on the ends of the cuttings will
appear when on an immediate inspection they might have
been passed over.
It should be the duty of the man who cuts the setf; to reject
any joints that show wounds of any kind, but especially those
due to borers. 'l'he passage formed by these insects, no mat-
ter how small, are a fertile source of diseases of a fungoid n[\-
tu1'e. This is a matter that should also receive attention at all
the earlier stages of the selection of the material for the cut-
tings. As has been pointed out, the spolles of the fungus
diseases of the cane are to be found in the most unexpected
places in the region of the cane fields. They are so numerous
that they are to be found on the bodies of insects, no matter
how small, and these insects are the means of spreading dis-
ease by taking the spores into their habitations both on and in
the cane. Whcnever an insect punctures a cane, whether for
the purpose of obtaining food or for the purpose of lay1l1g its
eggs, it is likely to insert into the tissues of the cane plant the
spores of some disease, and even if it does not do so, spores in
the vicinity of the puncture soon find it out and enter. For
this reason it is extremely desira hIe to avoid as far as possible;
as a source of cnttings, all firlcls where insects arc known to
have made serious deprrclations. Too much stress can not be
laid on this point, f()), thr reason that the punet11l'es of insects
m'r often so small and il1conspicuons that it is difficult to de.
trct them. No mattrr how small thry arc, they arc almost
SIlI'I' to 1)(> SO()))(,I' 01' latl'l' thr souJ'(~e of fungus troublrs.
\VI1('re til(' inslwctioJl rpsnlts in thr rejection of a large num·
her of cuttings, it. lJIay I)(~ best. to an:lng'e the inspect.ion, if.
possihlp, so neal' t.he caniprs of the mill that. t.ll(' rc.iPctp(l cut-
tings may he thl'OWI1 on to thp cal'l'iprs aJ1(1 so at once hp put
through the mill. In this case it is strongly advisahlr to load
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*Bullctin No. 30, Burcau of Statistics. Dcpt. of Agriculturc.
The int(>rnatior,al sugar f'itnation to-day ofi'pr,; a striking
~ontrast to that of fifty years ago. During the last half cent-
ury a marvPlous growth of the European beet-sngar industry
has taken place. At the middl<:> of the nineteenth centnry the
beet-sngar product was insil!llificant. amounting to less than
200,000 long tOILS annually. Sincp thnt tinle the output has
inerpasp<l. until now beet sngar constitutes more than half
of the commercial sngar crop of th(> world. This growth. in
t,he face of competition from the cane-sngar industry, aided
by the vast natural advantag<:>s of the Tropics. has been made
INTERNATIONAL SUGAR SITUATION.*
ANOTHER METHOD OF INSPECTION.
Of course the inspection of cuttings can be carried out in a
totally different manner by putting the whole of the precau-
tions into the hands of one man, or series of men, each acting
independently. In this case the entire series of operations is
carried out on each cutting as soon as it is made. As the
cut is made, the discolored tissue is at once examined by the
operator and the cutting accepted or r~jected as the case may
be. The cutter is also the inspector. There are many ad,
vantages in this method.
Here also if the number of cuttings to be rejected turns out
to be great, it may be best to take the cane sticks to the mill
and prepare the cuttings in such a manner that those rejected
fall on to the mill carriers.
[To be continued.]
~
the cuttings, as soon as they are made, into trucks that can
be immediately started to the mill. It is well to keep such
cuttings moist if possible. This may be done by covering
them with wet sacking. 'l'he object should be to keep the ail'
among the cuttings in a moist state that will prevent the ends
from drying up too much. The cut ends are to be kept as
clean as possible. If they become dirty it will be necessary
to trim them before a careful inspection can be made
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possible only by dose scientific study, by mechanical inven-
tion, and by the introduction of many practical economies.
'l'he course of development in· the beet-sugar industry was
influenced largely by legislation. In some directions the ex-
pansion of the industry was encouraged; in other directions it
was' lestricted~ Legislation affecting the industry, while re-
markably varied in character, was strikingly similar in results
throughout continental Europe. Its effect was in general to
confine the market of each country to domestic sugar, to
cause high prices within the eountry of production, and thus
incidentally limi~ domestic consumption, to provide a large
surplus product for exportation. and to lower prices on the
world's market to an extent unthought of twenty years ago.
Competition from foreign sugar in the markets of continen-
tal Europe was prevented by fixing the rate of duty on im-
ported sugar higher than the excise on the domestic product.
T.he amount of the excise, which was imposed solely for pur-
poses of revenue, determined the minimum limit of domestic
prices, while the protective import duty fixed the maximum
to which prices might be carried without incurring foreign
competition.
The production of beet sugar increased much more rapidly
than the domestic consumption, and it became necessary to
market the surplus abroad. This was accomplished either by
exempi ing' fl'01l1 t'X{'il'(' thl' :-:l1!!;'!I' illteJlded tOl' ('xpOl·tatioll OJ'
by refunding, in the form of a drawback, the excise on all
sugar exported. 'rhe latter method was first adopted. The
drawback was f,'equently paid on a basis that, intentionally
or otherwise, more than eomppm:ated for the excise orginally
colledt'd, and thus carried a eoneraled export bounty.
'rhe indefinite amount of the hidden bounty proved un-
sntisfadory, and the system was changed by all the important
countries except Belgium before the BrusselS Com'cHtton wcnt
into effcct. In l~ussia the amount of the drawback was limited
to the excise actnally paid. France, Germany, Austria-Hun-
gu!'y. nnd the Netherlands abolished drawbacks and exempted
from t'x('i~t' sug-m' d('~till('d for exportation.
In placp of the encourngement to exports provided by the
drawback, Germany, Austria-Hungary, and the Netherlands
p'nnted direct bounties, while Hussia and France gnve privi-
leg'rs thnt were equivalent to indirect bounties, France in
1897 also granted a smn II direct bounty on exported sugar.
f
I
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It Th~ proceeding,; of the conference and the text of the convention are
publisherl hy the French :-'Iinistry of Foreign Affairs 1111 <1e1' the title "Pri-
mes sucrieres, 181j5-1902-Confcrences internationa!es de 1R()f-: et de 190[-
1902."
h The term "quintal" is used uniformly to denote the metric quintal
of 100 kilograms (220-4fi pound",)
Prior to September 1, 1903, when the Brussels Convention
went into effect, a prohibitory import duty, a high excise, and
governmental encouragement of exportation were thus general
throughout continental Europe. The Brussels Convention
aimed merely to equalize the competition of sugar on the inter-
national market by eliminating all legislative aid granted
directly or indirectly to exported sugar; it made no att~pt
to modify the strictly internal regulation of the sugar trade."
In many cases, however, the ability to sell cheaply on the
world's market was due indirectly to privileges granted in the
case of domestic sales. The French regulations had the general
effect of an indirect bounty on production which affected even
more conspicuously the export than the domestic trade. The
exportation of Russian sugar conferred a special privilege on
the domestic market which had a commercial value.
In order to eliminate all regulations that might have the
effect of granting government aid to exported sugar, the Brus-
sds Convention consequently prohibited all bounties on ex-
portation, direct or indirect bounties on production, special
exemptions from duty, and excessive drawbacks, and also
limited the excess of import duty over the consumption tax
to 53 cents per 100 pounds in the case of refined sug'ar and 48
cents in the case of raw (6 and 5.50 francs, respectively, per
quintaF'). The convention thus abolished all direct aid to the
sugar industry and even all discrimination in the domestic
market against foreign sugar beyond a fixed limit. The latter
provision was not to be enforced against the nonexporting-
countries-Sweden, Italy, and Spain.
Spain did not ratify the convention. Denmark and Russia
did not participate in the conference. The convention conse-
quently included Germany, Austria, Hungary, France, Bel-
p:ium, the Netherlands, Sweden, Italy, and the. United King-
dom. Luxemburg and Peru were subsequentl~' admitted.
As a means of enforcing the provisions of the convention It
permanent commission was appointed to asceJ'tain how far the
legislation of various countries contravened the pJ'ovisions of
the treaty. Countervailing duties were to be imposed on sugar
imported from countries g-ranting direct or indirect hounties.
The convention made no attempt to lower excise dnties. Bnt.
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INCREASED PRODUCTION OF BEET SUGAR.
on account of the decreased· expenses resulting from the aboli-
tion of bounties, several of the States reduced their internal
taxes. Domestic prices were consequently lowered, while ex-
pOI't prices were raised. so that the difference between them
was considerably reduced.
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The growth of the beet-sugar industry during the last half
eentury has been remarkable. From 200,000 long tons in 1853-
54, the European beet-sugar product steadily and rapidly in-
creased to nearly 6,700,000 long tons in 1901-2. In 1902-3 the
production amounted to 5,500,000 long tons, and in 1903-4 to
5,800,°.0° tons. This falling off, while doubtless traceable in
part to the Brussels Convention, was mainly due to industrial
and trade conditions.
The pI'oduction of cane sugar in the past fifty years also
shows a large increase. In 1853-54 the total cane sugar out-
put of the world was estimated at only 1,200,000 long tons,
while in ]fl03-4 it reached 4,300,000 tons. Moreover, the statis-
tics for cane sugar are far less complete than those for beet
sugar. Much cane flugar is produced in countries of no con-
siderable ('ommprdal development. where accurate statistics
are not collected. In many cases the statistics available covel'
only the exports-the quantity placed on the world's mar-
ket-anrl f'xclude sugar consumed within the country of pro-
duction. The case of India is perhaps most marked. 'f'here
a large annual pl'oduction, estimated at about 3,000,000 tons,
is almost entirely consumed at home and is omitted from
commereial estimates I)f the wOl'ld's sugar erop. It must be
explained also that the statistics have become progressively
morE' accurate and complete, pal'tly by the gradual inclusion
of eounhies not repoded in earlier years; so that the figures
given exagg('rate the actnal inerease.
The relative ineI'ease in bpet-sugar production is even more
conspicuous than the actual ineI'ease. In 1853-54 cane sugar
constituted 86 pel' cent. of the world's commereial sugar crop;
beet sugar only 14 pC'r cent. Half a centUl'Y later cane sugar
contl'ibut('d ,12 p('r cent., while b('et sugar, ineluding the
United States crop fmnished about 58 pel' cent.
,\Vhile th('se figures inelude as fa l' as possible the sugar con-
sllnwd within the conntry of production. they represent the
quantities that ('nt('r into commerce rather than tIl(' entire
produetion of the wodd. ,",'ith the hOllle consumption of
sugar in India addf'd to the ('ollllllcrcial estimates the total
production of cane sugar still exceeds that of beet sngar.
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But the sugar product lost to statisties has little or no effect
on the 'world market. '1'he preponderance of beet sugar shown
statistically does not exaggerate its actual importance as a
factor in determining the world priee of sugar or the direc-
tion of the world's sugar trude.
'Dable I shows the e0111111er('ial production of sugar through-
out the world for the last fifty years, tog'ether with the rela-
tiYe quantities of ('nne and beet sugar pl·oduced. The in-
creased produ('tioll of lw('t sugar is likewise shown graphi-
cally in Fig. 1.
T ABLE I.-Commercial sngar prodnction n of the world, 1853-54 to 190 3-4.
(Tn tons of 2.240 pounds.)
Avcragc. 1853-5-1- to
1857-58.. .. " .... I..J.77,4i8 1,23 I ,668 83.4
Yearsh• Total.
. Tons.
1853-54 .. . 1.420.558
1854-55.. .. ··· ·1.381.817
1855-56.. .. . I.413.498
1856-57 .. . J ••:;09.:!J4
1857-58 .. .. I,(J62.253
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1858-59· . .. ........ , .. . 1,893.5°4 1.5 lO,504 79·8 383,000 20.2
1859-60 · ............. 1.674.316 1,291.316 77. I 383.000 22·9
1860-61 · ........... , .1.841.264 1.496.264 81.3 345.000 18·7
1861-62 .. ..............2,006,226 1,601.226 79·8 3,405.000 20.2
1862-63 .. .............. 1,944.193 1,486.19:1 76·4 458,000 23·6
--- ---
Average. 1858-59 to
18(,2-63 .. .... , ... 1,871,901 lA77,lOl 78·9 394,800 21. I
1863-64 .............. 1.869,664 1.433.664 76.7 436.000 23·3
1864-65 .............. q158.413 1,417,413 72 .4 541,000 27·6
1865-66 · ....... , ., ...2,168.872 1,488.872 68.6 680,000 31.4
1866-67 ..............2.022,407 1.378,407 68.2 644.080 31.8
1867-68 · ....... , ... , .2.264.871 1.636.096 72 .3 628.7i5 27·7
----
Average, 1863-64 to
1867-68.. . . ....... 2,056,845 1,470.890 71.5 585,955 28·5 ~.
1868-69 · . · ............. 2.233. 130 1,585.30 9 71.0 647,821 29·0
1869-70.. · . . ...........2>495.285 1.662.2:19 66.6 833,046 33·4
1870-71. . · . .......... , .2,527.181 1,599.488 63·3 927.693 36.7
1871-72 .. · . ............ 2.650,663 1.791,184 67·6 859.479 32·4
:1
1872-73 ·. .............. 2.(j65.329 1.840.986 62. I I.I 24·343 37·9
----
Average. 1868-69 to
1872-73 .. .. ......2,574,3 18 I.695.841 65·9 878,477 34. I ,1
1873-74· . .. ............ 2.857.612 1.7II,763 59·9 I.I45.849 40. I
1874-75 · . · ............. 2.922.01 7 1,756.681 60.1 1,165.336 39·9
1875-76 ·. •• 0.0. 0 • 0 • 0 • ·3·043.749 1.692.828 55. 6 1.350,921 44·4
1876-77· . · . ............ 2,766,270 1.682.531 60.8 I.08:>.739 39. 2
187i-78 ·. · ............ ·3,114,273 1.715,900 55. I 1.398,373 44·9
-----
Average, 1873-74 to
1877-78 .. .. ...... 2.940.784 1,71 I.9-10 58.2 1,228.844 41.8
1878-79 ·. · ...... , ......3.5 15,266 1,965,990 SS·9 1,549.276 44. 1
1879-80.. · . . ........... 3.334.268 1.903,316 57. 1 1,430.952 42.9
1880-81 ..
· .
............3.648,847 1,902.346 52. I 1,746.501 47·9
1881-82
· .
........... .. .3,847.668 2.016.084 52 .4 1.83I.584 47. 6
1882-83· . · . .......... , .4.21 7,142 2.lO4·072 49·9 2,113.070 50. I
_._--
---
Average, 1878-79 to
1&Q2-83· ... •• 0 • ...~.712.638 1.9/8,361 53·3 1,734.277 46·7
1883-84 .. · . ........... .4,87 1,079 2,547.53 1 52·3 2.323.013 47·7 535
1884-85 ·. .............. 5.0 99.2 55 2,S<)2.647 50·9 2.505.655 49. I 953
1885-86 · . . ............ -4.888.340 .2.7°2.850 55·3 2,184.89° 44·7 690
1886-87.. ·. .' ......... , .5,5 13,278 2,805·735 50·9 2.7°6,743 49. I 800
1887-&q
· .
............. .5.084.981 2.642,000 52 .0 2.442.726 48 .0 255
--'- ---
Average. 1883-84 to
187-88 .. .. .... , ... 5.091,387 2,658,153 -? ? 2,432.605 47.8 629;,_.-
Avera~c, 1888-89
to 1892-93 ...6.183,661 2,820.429 45·6 3.358,237 54·3 4,995 . I
1893-94 · . ..... ·7.379.862 3.531,621 47.8 3.828,066 51.9 20,175 ·3
1894-95· . · . ....8,247.5.:;3 3,510,67° 42.6 4;716,791 57·2 20,092 .2
1895-96 .. · . ... ·7,056,401 2,8051.477 39·8 4,21 7,704 59·8 29,220 ·4
"1896-97· . · . ... ·7,718,279 2,841,857 36.8 4.838,886 62·7 37.536 ·5 i
1897-98 · . ..... ·7,660,068 2,864,255 37·4 4.755,415 62. I 4°,398. ·5 i
I
Average, 1893-94
to 1897-98 .. ·7,612,433 3, I I 1,576 40·9 4,471,373 58·7 29484 ·4
18g8-99· . · . ... 7.931,275 2,995438 37·8 4,9°3.366 61.8 32,471 ·4
1899-19°0. .. . .. 8,560,109 .,,056,294 35·7 5430,843 63·4 72,972 ·9
1900-1901 .. .... 9,618,333 3.646.059 37·9 5.895415 61.3 76,859 .8
1901-2.
· . . . . . . 10.895.588 4,078.944 37·4 6,653.518 61.1 163.126 1.5
1902-3· . .. ... . 9.804,339 4.144.453 42·3 5,464.423 55·7 195,463 2.0
Average, 1898-99
to 1902-3· .. 9.361,929 3.584,238 38·3 5,669.513 60.6 108,178 1.1
----
1903-4"· . .. . . 10,291,000 4.3 13,000 41.9 5,770,000 16·5 208,000 2.0
" Preliminary estimates.
*The cane sugar production prior to 1888-89 is taken from trade cir-
culars of Messrs. Rueb & Co., as reprinted in British official reports on
the sugar trade (Returns No. 325 of 1884 and No. 172 of 1889.) Statistics
for 1874-75 to 1880-81 have been increased by adding the export from
Hawaii (see Table so), which are not included in Rueb's estimates prior
to 1881-82. Beginning with 1888·89 the statistics for cane sugar are taken
from Willet & Gray's Weekly Statistical Sugar Trade Journal, the re-
turns for each of the first three years being increased 200,000 tons to allow
for the product of countries not included prior to 1891-92. Beet sugar sta-
tistics for Europe since 1865-66 are Licht's figures, taken from Sugar Cane
and the International Sugar Journal, and for the years 1853-54 to 1865-66,
inclusive, from .T uies Helot's Le Sucre de Betterave en France, p. 209.
The statistics for the United States beet sugar for 1891-92 to 1894-95 are
taken from the annual reports of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue;
for 1897-98 from a special report of the Department of Agriculture; for
1899-1900 from the Twelfth Census and for other years from "Villet &
Gray.
b Prior to 1888-89 the statistics for cane sugar refer to calendar years,
but are given as ii by campaigns, in order to compare with the beet-sugar
statistics. In the production of cane sugar the figures for the calendar
year in which the beet-sugar campaign ends are taken as the figures for
that campaign; for instance, the production of cane sugar for the calendar
year 1854 is given for the campaign of 1853-54.
l'ABLE 1.}-Commerciai sugar production of the world, 1853-54 to 1903-4'
"
O. I
.2
U. S.
Tons. P. ct
1.861
2,203
3459
5,359
12,091
---- Beet. ----
Europe.
Tons. P. ct.
2,741,818 52.5
3.576,206 59. I
3,652,250 56.0
3,446,577 51.6
3,374,332 52.5
Cane.
Tons. P. ct.
2,480,700 47·5
2,475.800 40.9
2,868,900 44.0
3,231.56 I 48.3
3·045.186 47·3
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Years. Total.
Tons.
1888-89 .. . ·5,224·379
1889-90 .. . 6,054,209
1890-91.. .. . 6,52 4,609
1891-92.. .. ." .6,683497
1892-93 .. " " .. 6,431,609
,I
A marked charaet~ril;!ticof the beet-sugar industry has been
the extremely high range of prices paid in the continental
eountries as compared with prices in England and the United
States. The average wholesale price of refined sugar, excise
paid, in G-ermany, during the sugar year IH03-3 was 61 cents
pel' pound; in Belgium, ()~ cents; in U,ussia and Austria, 7t
eents; and in France, over 8 cents. In Spain the average
price of sugar duriu~ 1!.lOl-2 was 9 cents per pound, and dur-
ing 18!H)-1!lOO, ovpr 10 cents pel' pound.
In the United States the aver'age price of granulated sugar
at New York during the calendar year 1903 was 4,64 cents per
pound and durin~ 1902 only 4.46 cents. In 1902-3 the aver-
age price of British refined sugar (Tate's cubes No.1) was
:'{.87 cents pel' pound.
'rhe high prices on the Continent have resulted partly from
the excise collected on domestic sugar and partly from the
eombination of sugar producers. The consumption tax on
sugar in Germ~UlY prior to the Brussels Convention was 2
cents pel' pound; in Russia, 2-} cents; in Austria-Hungary,
H~· eent~; in Belgium, 4 eents; in the Nether'lands, 5 cents;
and in Prance, 5l cents. In the case of Belgium and France
not all of the domestic product was subject to the full rates
indicated. The domestic prices were, nevertheless, increased
by the total amount of the tax. In Germany and Austria-
Hungary, after the formation of the cartels, prices were ma-
terially raised with no increase whatever in the excise.
'rhe excise was lowered in several countries when their leg-
islation was modified in accordance with the provisions of
the Brussels Convention. In Germany the consumption tax
was lessened one-half cent per pound; in France, 3 cents; in
Belgium, 2t cents. The efIect of these changes on domestic
priees is marked. Fo!' the sugar year 1903-4 the average price
of Belgian sugar was only about 4 cents per pound; of Ger-
man sngar, less than 4± cents; of French sugar, about 5 cents;
and of Austrian sugar, 6t cents.
It will be noticed that the prices for Belgian and French
sugar decreased about as much as the tax. In the case of
(}erwuny, howen'r, the price fell 2 cents, while only one-half
cent W<:iS taken ot], the tax. In Austria, with no change in
the excise rate, the price of refined sugar fell 1-} cents. The
entire fall in the case of Austria and three-fourths of the fall
in Germany were undoubtedly due to the abrogation of the
old eartels.
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II Journal des fabricants de sucre, March 30, 1904.
h Instead of 18 pounds, as estimated by Licht.
'1'he produdion of 1>e(>t sugar in Europe ilH'rpasl.'d mueh
faster than the demand, For a nUllllwr of years t]lel'p was an
increasiug ditIiculty in marketing the surplus produdion. and
continually larger quantities were thrown on the world '8
market. During 1902-3 no less than two-thirds of the total
sugar output of Germany and three-fourths of the product of
Austria-Hung-ary was exported.
It waH, of course, impossible to market these enormous
quantitieH of sugar abroad at priceH at all comparable with
those obtained in the domestic market, German granulated
sugar at Hamburg, free on board, was quoted on the average
at only 2 cents per pound during the beet-sugar year 1902-3,
while. the average price of cut-loaf sugar at J.\1:agdelHlrg' for
In vi~w of the high prices of sugar pr~~Yailing on thl.' Con-
tinent, it is natural that the average eonsumption should be
mueh lower than in England and the United States.
During the calendar year lll0:3 the average consumption of
sugar in the United States was 71 pounds per capita and dur-
ing the calendar year 1!l02 it was 73 pounds. In the Cnited
Kingdom. as estimated by Licht, II the average eonsulllption
was still higher, reaching 90 pounds per capita during the
beet-sugar year 1902-3. In Switzerland, with only one domes-
tic sugHr fadory, til(-' average eonsulllption for 1!1Il2-::\ was Gn
pounds pel' capita. In Ih>nmark the pel' eapita ('onsllIllption
was 52 pounds. '1'he larger sugm'-prodlH'ing ('oUlliTies form a
marked contrast to those given. In Russia the an'rage con-
sumption ])(~I' eapita was onl," 11 pounds!J durin/-?: 1!102-:~. less
than one-sixth that in the 1'nite{[ States. In.\ ustria thp ppr
eapita eonsumptiou was 18 pounds; iu Bel/-?:iulll, 22 pounds;
in I<'raIl('e,· 24 pOIllHls; in (Termany, 28 pounds, :I!ld in tIll'
NetlH'l'lands, :31 pounds, Rpaill ('onsUlued only 11 pounds and
Italy 7 pounds ]wr eapita, llotwithstandill/-?: the rapid /-?:rowth
of sugar production in those countries.
",Yith the 10wpI' pri('ps now ]i'l'e"ailing, a llllH'h pnlal'gpd
eonsull1ption is to hI> expeded. which in tillle may fully ('Olll-
pensatp ]ll'oducers for the enco\ll;'agelllent withdrawn hy the
BruHsPls Conventioll.
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ACCUlVlULATION OF SURPLUS STOCKS.
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Strong national combinations of producers have been not
infrequent in the continental beet-sugar industry. Of these
the cartels of Austria-Hungary and Germany were probably
the most conspicuous. The higher profits derived from domes-
tic sales of sugar led to the apportionment of such sales among
the various producers by private agreement, in order to
increase prices by limiting the supply. In Russia the amount
and the apportionment of domestic sales were regulated by the
Government.
The sugar combinations aimed to raise domestic prices so as
to realize the utmost possible profit. When the Brussels Con-
vention went into effect, the cartels were dissolved, but the
Hungarian producers formed a new combination, modified to
suit changed conditions.
In Spain, which did not sign the Brussels Convention, and
in Italy, which was exempted from the provision limiting the
import duty, sugar combinations apportion the output among
the various producers. .
In spite of the cnormous quantities of sugar exported, a
large stock was accumulated in all of the leading countries of
Europe. On September 1, 1903, over 3,000,000,000 pounds,
about one-fourth of the total output, was left over from the
sugar year 1902-3, while the surplus at the end of the sugar
year 1901-2 was even larger.
'rhe large stocks of sugar had the natural effect of restrict-
ing materially the acreage devoted to sugar beets. The beet
area planted in the eight principal countries of Europe was
estimated" at 4,653,000 acres in 1901. For 1902 the area was
4,179,000 acres, for 1903 4,041,000 acres, and for 1904 only
3,777,000 acres. 'rhe decrease in the three years was nearly 19
per cent. The Brussels Convention probably contributed some-
domestic use was over 6 cents per pound. The difference in
quality between the two grades represents but a small part
of the difference in price. In Austria-Hungary the prices of
sugar for domestic consumption and for exportation differed
even more widely. At Prague refined sugar was quoted dur-
ing 1902-3 at 7i cents per pound, while at Trieste export sugar
was 2 cents per pound.
The difference in price was due principally to the excise on
sugar consumed and the bounty on sugar exported. The
difference increased after the formation of the cartels. Since
-the ratification of the Brussels Convention domestic prices
have fallen, while export prices have increased.
AVERAGE YIELD OF BEETS.
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LVIPROVED l\lETHODS.
. "A,~corc1ing to the International Association for Sugar Statistics,
Deutsche Zuekerindustric. Tg02. p. 766. T903, p. 844. T904. statistical part,
p. 2!).1. The countries inclnded in the estimates are Germany. Austria-
Hungary, France. Russia, Belgium, Netherlands, Sweden and Denmark.
During the last twenty year:> there has been a striking im-
provement in the method:> of beet culture in the leading coun-
tries of Enropp. The improvement has re:>ulted not so much
in tIJp increased yield of beets per acre a:> in the larger sugar
content of the beets.
In Germany, for instance, the average yield per acre in 1902,
as shown in Table 2, wa:> less than 12 :>hort tons of beets. This
Legislation has undoubtedly contributed to the growth of
the beet-sug'ar industry in Europe, but its remarkable progress
is due primarily to the scientific methods employed in beet
raising and in sugar manufacture. .
To insure the production of high-grade beets agricult1ll'al
operations have been closely supervised by the factories. 'rhe
seed is largely furnished by the factories, and scientific meth-
ods of crop rotation, preparation of the soil, fertilization, and
cultivation are J'ig:idly enforced.
In the factory all detail:> of manufacture have been clo:>ely
studied. The equipment of the factories ha:> been greatly im-
proved, their capacity increased, and new economies eHected.
'l'wenty years ago diHusion had already been :>ubstituted in
most case:> for mechanical pres:>ure as a means of extracting'
bFet juie('. ~ew pJ'oeesscs have ~,in('e been introduC'ed for ex-
tracting :>ugar from molasses. :i.\Iolasses, formerly a waste
product u:>ed only for di:>tillation, ha:> become an impoJ·tant
I'a w matel'ial fOl' sngar making'. In l!lO~-;J no Il'SS than ~ lWI'
('cnt. of the total sugar prodn('tion of (lcrnu1I1Y was ('ontrihut-
eel by fadories l'qnipped solely fOl' utilizing' molasses.
The eHect:> of improved methods in the beet-:>ngar industry
ma~r be shown :>tati:>tically in two ways: (1) By ascertaining
the average yield of beet:> pel' acre in variou:> countries for a
:>erie:> of ~·eflr:>. tog'ether with the average extraction of :>ugar
from beet:>: (2) by a:>certaining the average number of laborer:>
:1I1d the average amount of mechanical power required to pro-
duce a g'iven quailtity of :>ugar. The:>e comparison:> furnish
criteria for measuring the success of the industrv in va 1'I0US
countrip:> as wl'll as its progre:>s in anyone coun'try.
what to the restriction in acreage. With the possibility that
the profits on foreign sales would be materially decreased, it
was natural that steps should be taken to lessen the surplus
production above domestic requirements.
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TABLE :2.-Averge yield of sugar beets per acre in the principal countries
of Europe.-In short tons.
n The beet crops har\'csted in the years indicated were worked by
factories during- the cnsuing campaign (ending July or August of the
following year.)
*Not stated.
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yield, however, was much below the averag-e. For the last five
years the average yield per acrc was about 13 short tons,
while the average yield for the five years 1882-1886 was about
14 tons per acre. By care in the selection of mother beets ,and
in the methods of fertilization and culture, the quality of the
beet has been greatly improved, partly at the e~pense of ton-
nag-e. The factories require beets light in weight and rich in
sug-ar. But, while statistics of averag-e yield show little in
reg-ard to agricultural improvement within a single country,
they constitute a fairly satisfactory standard for comparing
the success of the beet crop in different countries. .
In tonnag-e Germany is surpassed only by the Netherlands
and Belgium. For 1899-1903 the average yield in the Nether-
lands was nearly 14 short tons and in Belg-ium over 14 tons
per acre, as compared with 13 tons in Germany. The averag-e
yield in France, Austria and I-Iung-ary ranges considerably
lower. Beet g-rowing in Russia is carried on under unfavor-
able conditions of climate and cultivation, and exceedingly
poor results are obtained. In 1903 the average yirld was only
o:} short tons per acre; in 1901 and 1902, less than 7 short
tons; and in 1900, only 51 short tons.
-Austria-Hungary.-
Ger- Hun- Bel- Nether-
Year. a many Total Austria gary France Russia gium lands
1882. .... 15·35 9. 27 9. 27 9. 22 15.72 6·53 IS· 15 10.20
1883 ,.... 13·32 * * 9·14 15·49 5.36 15·19 12.66
1884 14·67 8.6;; 8.79 7·55 13.151 5. 65 14.86 12.40
1885· 13·49 7.72 7·61 8.23 12.63 7.52 11.92 11.17
1886 · .... 13·39 7·99 8.17 7·19 14.41 7·10 15· 19 9·58
1887 ..... 17.78 7·00 7. I I 6.50 11.76 7·55 13·61 IO·32
1888 12·57 1)·09 9. 21 8·53 12.09 7.63 9. II 7·07
1889 · .... 14·66 9·75 9·94 8.gS 14.08 7. 21 17·50 14.63
1890 ..... 14·36 9·33 10.06 6.63 12·09 7·23 14.08 11.62
1891 · .. '. 12·57 9·33 9·55 8.52 11.21 6.24 12.13 8.33
1892 · ., .. 12·43 9. 29 9. 62 8.14 10·77 5.64 13·61 13.61
1893 I2.2\J 8.20 8.17 8.28 10·41 7·54 15.69 11.92
1894 I.J..67 9.65 10·48 7·09 12·71 7. 23 14·44 9·84
1895 13·8..! 8.6<) 9. 13 7·47 11.98 7·00 12·95 13.09
1896 14.41 10.28 10·70 8.92 14.02 7. 22 14·48 17·,06
1897 ..... 13·98 10.00 10·4G 8.85 12.84 6.62 12.84 13·34
1898 12.71 9·75 10.04 8·93 II .22 6.12 12·43 13·01
1899 · .... 13·00 11.44 11.96 9.72 11.54 6·73 14·90 15·39
1900 ..... 13. 21 9.71 9·73 9·67 11.62 5·47 15.31 14·48
1901 · .... 14.92 10·99 11.56 9.41 11.87 6.88 15.72 16.49
1902 · .... 11.76 10·30 10.69 9·48 I1.10 6·53 12.78 12.28
19°3 · .... 13. 63 11.22 11.49 * 12.27 6.24 11.66 IO·79
Feb., 1905.]
n Reprcscnting, prior to 1&'16-87 thc avcragc rcsults obtaincd by bcct
factorics; for suhscC]ncnt years. thc avcragc cxtraction for thc cntire sugar
industry of thc empirc.
b No official rcturns of sugar production prior to August I. 1888.
c Not statcd.
The increase in the average amount of sugar obtained from
a given quantity of beets is shown in Table 3. Both agricul-
tural improvement and improvement in factory methods have
contributed to this end; the former has aimed to increase,
and the latter to extract more completely, the sugar content
of the beet.
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AVERAGE SUGAR EXTRACTION.
TABLE 3.-Average extraction of raw sugar in the principal countries of
Europe.-In per cents.
.,
Austria-H ungary
Sugar Ger- Aus- Hun- Rus- Bel- N ether- Swe-
year many" Total tria gary France sia giu11l lands den
1882-3 ........ 9·51 10.08 (b) (b) 5·05 8.51 (c) (c) (c)
1&:l3-84 ........10·54 Il.23 (b) (b) 5·65 9-41 (c) (c) 7.81
1884-85 · ...... 10.80 lL66 (b) (b) 6.00 9-45 (c) (c) 9. II
1885-86 · .......1L43 lL75 (b) (b) 8.20 9·58 (c) (c) 9.06
1886-87 ........12.26 lL83 (b) (b) 9·55 10.03 (c) (c) 10·30
1887-88 · ... , ...13·77 12.31 (h) (b) 9·92 10.12 (c) (c) 1O.gB
1888-89 · ., .....12·55 10·73 10·71 10.98 10.25 IL25 (c) (c) 10·31
1889-90 ........12.84 lL69 11.92 9'48 11.08 10.65 (c) (c) 10.69
1890-91 · .......12.58 11.39 11.51 10·39 9·87 10.48 (c) (c) 9-45
1891-92 ........12.63 II;51 11.72 10.02 10.83 12·55 (c) (c) IO·32
1892-93 ........12·54 lLlO 11.23 10.16 10.04 12.16 (c) (c) . 10·78
1893-94 · ...... 12.83 12-48 12·74 10·97 10.28 II·38 12.02 lL04 IL54
1894-95 · .......12·59 11.80 12.04 10.13 10-43 10·98 11.00 I L38 IL60
1895-96 ....... 14.02 13·36 13·66 12.13 lL54 12.89 12·45 12.24 10·75
1896-97 · ., .... 13.27 11.79 12.13 IO.19 10.38 12.16 12.01 12-48 lL86
1897-98 · ...... 1;3-46 lL91 11.99 I L59 12.07 lLgB 13·°3 13·70 12·42
1898-99 ....... 14.18 13.27 13·54 12.23 12.81 12.38 13·97 13'·35 12·33
1899-1900 ..... 14·43 12.85 13.01 12.22 12·42 12.02 13.66 13·68 12.99
1900-1901 ..... 14·93 14·26 14.60 13.18 12.62 13·66 12·99 14·54 13·10
1901-2 ........ 14.38 14-40 15·10 12.13 lL87 12.gB 12·97 13·66 13.87
1902-3 ........ 15·87 14.71 15·01 13·g6 13.14 13·07 13·88 14·38 14·34
1903-4 .. ' ...... 15.18 14·85 (c) (c) 12·33 15·42 12.89 13.20 (c)
The average extraction has varied greatly in different coun-
tries, but in all cases a steady improvement is noticeable. Ger-
many shows an increase in the sugar extraction from less than
10 per cent. of the beets worked during the sugar year 1882-8~
to over 15 per cent. in 1903-4. In France the average extrac-
tion during the same period was more than doubled, increas-
ing from 5 per cent. in 1882-83 to 12 per cent. in 1903-4.
For Germany the average extraction IS generally higher
than for any other country. 'fhe highest extraction recorc1rd
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PRODUCTION OF SUGAR PER ACRE.
TABLE 4.-Average production of beet sugar per acre.-In pounds.
85
Nether-
France Russia Belgium lands
1,588 1,1I0 (b) (b)
1,750 1,008 (b) (b)
1,621 1,068 (b) (b)
2,071 1,444 (b) (b)
2,752 1,427 (b) (b)
2,328 1,525 (b) (b)
2,478 1,717 (b) (b)
31126 1,536 (b) (b)
2,382 1,518 (b) (b)
2,433 1,566 (b) (b)
2,165 1,371 (b) (b)
2,144 1,719 3.766 2,634
2,656 1,591 3,177 2,244
2,767 1.806 3,225 3,207
2,916 1.754 3.475 4,265
3,094 1,589 3,351 3,655
2,872 1,518 3,468 3474
2,862 1,615 4,068 4,217
2,928 1,493 30981 4,2 14
2,813 1.789 4,071 '4,5°2
2,919 1,704 3.553 3,537
3.031 1,922 3,0::>8 2,849
-·Austria-Hungary-
Hun-
gary
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
1,877
1,706
1,379
1,704
1,652
1.813
1,439
1.815
1.820
2.053
2.188
2.372
2,553
2.287
2.635
(b)
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II No official returns of sugar production prior to August I. 1888.
b No data available,
It does not seem fair to give an average obtained by dividing
the area cultivated directly into the quantity of sugar pro-
dllCed. In the case of the Netherlands and Belgium, especially,
there are considerable shipments of beets across the borders.
'fhe same movement also affects France, but to a less extent
relative to the total product. 'fhose three countries constitute
a single unit as far as the beet crop is concerned, and the
The average yield of beets per acre, as shown in Table 2,
and the average sugar extraction, shown in Table 3, bring out';
different aspects of the progress in the beet-sugar industry.
A more accurate measure of improvement, both· on the farm
and in the factory, is the average sugar production per acre,
shown in 'fable 4.
Sug<u
year. Germany Total Austria
1882-83 2,917 1,873 (a)
1883-84 2,8II (b) (a)
1884-85 3,169 2.015 (a)
1885-86 3,089 1,814 (a)
1886-87 3,281 1,894 (a)
1887-88 4,890 1.722 (a)
1888-89 3,155 1,954 1,971
1889-90 3.768 2.282 2,366
1890-91 3.619 2,127 2.314
1891-92 3,180 2,146 2,235
1892-93 3,120 2.062 2.164
1893-94 3.159 2,050 2,083
1894-95 3.697 2,277 2,526
1895-96 3,87° 2,320 2.492
1896-97 3.819 2,426 2,600
1897-98 3,761 2,380 2,496
1898-99 3.610 2,584 2,721
1899-1900 3,757 2,940 3.1I0
19°0-19°1 3.950 2.767 2,841
1901-2 4,297 3.165 3.491
1902-3 ., 3.728 3,028 :p07
1903-4 -4,144 3,332 (b)
for Germany was 15.87 per cent. for 1902-3, equal to 317
pounds of sugar per ton of beets. Austria came second, in
1901-2 even surpassing Germany. Preliminary statistics for
the year 1903-4 indicate an average sugar extraction for
Russia of 15.42 per cent., a rate considerably above that ob-
tained in any other country of Europe.
Feb., 1905.]
n Anragc for the four years 1882-83, 1884-8S, 1&'lS-86, and 1886-87.
roots harvested are frequently worked up in factories across
the national boundary from where they are produced. In the
case of Germany acreage statistics for the earlier years relate
only to a portion of the crop. For these reasons the average
yield of sugar per acre, as shown in Table 4, is calculated by
multiplying the average yield of beets per acre by the average
sugar produced per short ton of beets worked.
During the period covered by the table a remarkable in-
crease in the average sugar production per acre has taken
place. In Germany the results for the first five years (1882-83
to 1886-7) show an average of 3,053 pounds of sugar per acre
of beets and for the last five years (1899-1900 to 1903-4),
3,975 pounds per acre, an increase of 30 per cent. In Austria-
Hungary there was an increase of 60 per cent., from 1,899n
to 3,046 pounds per acre; in France an increase of 49 per cent.,
from 1,956 to 2,910 pounds per acre; and in Russia an increase
of 41 per cent., from 1,211 to 1,709 pounds per acre.
In most years Germany is surpassed by nO other country in
the average quantity of sugar produced per acre of beets.
The average sugar production was nearly 4,300 pounds for
1901-2. For 1902-3 the average was much lower, amounting
to 3,728 pounds of sugar pel' acre, while in 1!lOa-4 4.144
pounds of sugar per acre were produced.
The Netherlands and Belgium in some years show a larger
average production of sugar than Germany. For 1901-2 and
the two earlier sugal: years the average quantity of sugar
produced from a single acre in the Netherlands was greater
than in any other country. In four years an average of more
than 4,200 pounds of sugar per acre was obtained. The results
in Belgium are also extremely good. 'fhe high averages shown
for these two countries are due principally to their high ton-
nage of beets per acre.
In Russia the average sugar production per acre of bcets is
very much lower than in any other important European coun-
try. In 1902-3 only 1,725 pounds of sugar per acre were ob-
tained, and in 1903-4 1,922 pounds. These poor results are
attributable principally to the low average yield of beets.
The quantity of l'>ugar obtained from an acre of sugar beets
in Europe is still far from equal to that obtained from an acre
'Of cane in the Tropics. In ,Java the highest average is that
for 1899, when nearly 8,300 pounds of cane sugar 1vere pro-
duced pel' acre, showing a yield 70 per cent. greater than the
highest for Germany. In Hawaii even larger yields are re-
corded. In IS09 the average production was 9,400 pounds,
and in 1901, 0,200 pounds.
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The results of improved methods on the average beet-sugar
production per acre have been discussed. Technical and
mechanical improvements in the factory have likewise had the
effect of substituting mechanical power for manual labor and
even to some extent of economizing the power employed.
'rhere has been a marked decrease during the last twenty
years in the average number of laborers required to produce
a given quantity of raw sugar. In 1882-83, 52 laborers were
employed in the German factories for each million pounds of
sugar produced, while in 1902-3 only 13 were required. In
France, during 1882-83, 106 laborers were re"quired to produce
each million pounds of raw sugar; in 1902-3, only 25. In 1900-
1901 40 laborers were required in Austria and 25 in Hungary
for each million pounds of output.
Considerable variation has also occurred in the average
mechanical power employed in connection with the manufac-
ture of sugar. Two conflicting forces have been in operation.
Improved methods have resulted to some extent in the substi-
tution of mechanical power for manual labor. Other improve-
ments have occasioned a decrease in the average power re-
quired to produce a given output.
In the German factories, the general introduction of diffus-
ion in place of mechanical pressure occurred between 1871-72
and 1882-83. In the former campaign only 52 out of the 311
beet factories in operation used the diffusion process; in the
latter, out of ;358 all but 15 used diffusion. With the change
of process, a reduction in the power employed from 44 to 2~
horsepower per million pounds of output was effected, to.gether
with a reduction to one-third in the average number of labor-
ers. Subsequent improvements have resulted in the substitu-
tion of steam power for manual labor. 'l'he average steam
power per million pounds of sugar consequently increased to
28 horsepower in 1£lO1-2 and 38 horsepower in 1902-3.
In the well-equipped factories of Hungary, an average of
only 25 horsepower per million pounds was used during 1900-
1901. In the Austrian factories, machinery of 39 horsepower,
aided by 40 laborers, was required to obtain 1,000,000 pounds.
)[ac.hinery of equal power and the same number of laborers
ill Hungary !ll'odueed 1,{jOO,OOO !lCHlllds.
LABOR AND MECHANICAL POWER.
---"--------------------------
Feb., 1905.]
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TABLE 5·-Average labor and mechanical power required to produce
1,000,000 pounds of raw sugar.
N umber of laborers. Mechanical powers."
------
Austria-Hungary. Austria-Hungary.
Sugar Ger- Aus- Hun- Ger- Aus- Hun-
year many Total tria gary France many Total tria gary France
1882-83
· .. 52 63 (b) (I.» 106 22 21 (I.» (I.» 55
1883-84 " ·43 64 (b) (b) 68 22 25 (b) (b) 48
1884-85
· ·.39 46 (b) (b) 94 23 19 (b) (I.» 71
1885-86 .. ·37 75 (h) (I.» 86 32 33 (b) (b) 67
1886-87 .. ·33 52 (b) (b) 47 27 23 (I.» (I.» 41
1887-88
· ··30 67 (b) (b) 58 29 32 (b) (b) 53
1888-89
· .. 32 59 60 51 49 29 36 37 22 46
1889-90 · .. 29 45 44 55 29 24 27 27 28 27
1890-91 ... 28 45 44 51 35 24 28 28 26 34
1891-92 · .. 26 44 44 43 37 29 30 30 27 36
1892-93 · .. 24 44 44 42 41 32 31 31 3° 43
1893-94 · .. 22 42 43· 36 42 30 32 33 27 43
1894-95 " .21 37 35 47 31 24 30 29 33 33
1895-96 · .. 18 48 49 41 35 29 42 45 28 40
1896-97 · .. 18 42 43 36 32 28 37 38 33 39
1897-98 · .. 16 47 50 34 29 3° 43 45 32 35
1898-99 · .. 16 38 40 28 28 34 35 37 24 38
1899-1900 .. IS 36 38 28 24 34 34 36 ?- 33-:>
1900-1901 ..14 37 40 25 20 31 36 39 25 29
1901-2 .. , .14 (b) (I.» 2- 20 28 (b) (I.» ?- 31.1 -:>
1902-3 .... 13 (b) (b) (b) 25 38 (b) (I.» (I.» 42
LOCALIZATION OF THE BEET CROP OF EUROPE.
The percentage of the total arable land in Europe devoted
to the culture of sugar beets is shown in Plate T. Unfortun-
ately, the statistics available for different countries do not
covel' exactly the same period. Averages for the latest five
years have been used wherever practicable, but in some eases
it was necessary to use averages for a shorter period and even
statistics for a single census year. It should be noted that
the sugar-beet area in Italy has trebled since 1899, the only
year for which data by provinces are available.
BEET SUGAR PRODUCTION OF VARIOUS EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES.
The earliest production of beet sugar in Enrope on a com-
mercial scale took place in France during the Napoleonic wars.
At that time the sugar supply of France was drawn mainly
from her West Indian colonies. The continental blockade and
other commercial restrictions growing out of the war with
lL In metric horsepower, about I per cent. less than the English horse-
power.
b Not stated.
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'l'HE JlOLA..8C'CI7' INDUSTRY.
England suddenly stopped direct colonial trade. The inter-
ruption to the supply of colonial sugar gave an enormous im-
petus to the culture of beets which for some time previous
had been recognized as a possible source of sugar.
France 'was ~or years the principal and, for part of the time,
the sole seat of the sugar industry in Europe. It was not until
after the middle of the nineteenth century that Germany took
the lead. Since that time the industry has increased at a much
slower pace in France than in other countries. The production
of France is now surpassed not only by Germany, but by Rus-
E·ia and Austria-Hungary as well.
The rapidity of the increase of sugar production in Russia
during the last decade is remarkable. In 1892-93 Russia con-
tributed only 13 per. cent. of the total sugar production of
Europe, while in 1902-3 its proportion was 23 per cent. IJur-
ing the latter year Russia was surpassed in sugar production
only by Germany. It is a source of speculation whether the
withdrawal of government aid on the part of countries adher-
ing to the Brussels Convention will tend further to increase
the relative importance of the Russian industry.
Fifty years ago Austria-Hungary held third place among
the European beet-producing nations; twenty-five years later
it surpassed France; in 1902-3 it in turn gave way to Russia.
While Germany entered the field somewhat later than
France. its production has steadily increased, and the methods,
both of culture and of manufactrire, have been constantly im-
proved until it has become more closely identified with the
beet-sugar industry than any other country. No other country
equals Germany in the average quantity of sugar produced per
acre of beets cultivated. During the last five years Germany
produced about one-third of the entire sugar output of Europe.
['fo be continued.]
Its Dcvelopmcntin British Guiana.
THE RESULTS OF EXPERIENCE.
The utilization of waste and by-products is one of the most
remarkable features of modern industrial development. It
constitutes at once a striking tribute to the research of the
scientist and the energy and enterprise of the manufacturer,
and affords at the same time an object-lesson in practical
SOME FINANCIAL DETAILS.
economy the value of which it would be difficult to over-esti-
mate. It cannot be brought as a charge against cane sugar
manufacturers that they have been neglectful of the possi-
bilities of waste products in the past, but the discovery of the
properties of molascuit as a cattle-food has enabled them to
carry the process of utilization to an almost complete degree
in their business. At the present juncture, when this product
is making such rapid headway with cattle-owners all over tlw
world, a few facts in ·connection with its manufacture locally
will not be devoid of interest. The details given below, it
may be pointed out, possess a special value in that they are
not based on vague generalizations or hearsay, but upon actual
observation and experience in this colony.
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There can be no doubt that the manufacture of molascuit
is making very satisfactory progress in British Guiana. It is
profitable, in the first place, for there is a very ready sale at
home j in fact, cattle-breeders and others are clamouring for
an increased supply. The average price paid in England
during the past six months was £4 per ton. In order to pro-
duce one ton of molascuit about 130 gallons of molasses of a
density of 44° to 46° Beaume are required, in addition to the
megass meal, which is obtained by sifting the megass as it
passes from the rollers which have crushed the canes, to the
furnace. The average cost of manufacture, including pack-
ages,loeal freight, lighterage, and other incidental charges, is
$4.50 pel' ton. 'fa this must be added cost of home freight,
royalties, commission, etc., which averages about $7 per tOll.
This leaves net proceeds to the manufacturer of $7.70 per tall,
equal to very nearly six cents per gallon for the molasses used.
The megass meal used in the process of manufacture is not
taken into consideration, as it has little or no practical value
as fuel. The present price of molascuit, therefore, may be
reckoned as equal to about Is. per proof gallon in London of
rum. There is not, as a matter of fact, any immediate ad-
vantage to sngar estates proprietors in making molascuit in
preference to rum, but the former acts as a relief to the rum
market when prices in the latter are depressed through over-
stocking, and thus enables the rum industry to be carried on at
a reasonable profit. 'fo put the matter in another way, one
of the g'l'eat advantages of the manufacture of molascuit, so
far as the estates arc concerned, is that the output of rum
can be regulated by it. Formerly, if the rum market ~ot
swamped, nothing could be done with the molasses j but now
it can be utilized with benefit to the manufacturer and to cat-
tle-owners alike. It may be taken for granted, moreover,
that m; the price of rum increases so will the quotations for
molaScllit advance.
gO
A WORLD-WIDE PRODUCT.
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MANUFACTURE IN THE COLONY.
l\Tolascuit is being produced now in cane-sug-ar manufactur-
ing countries all over the world-in Cuba. in Java, and in the
Argentine. 'fhere is, of course, a great local del~land in the
last-named country. In British Guiana there is a slight but
slowly incI'easing demand, and no doubt in time owners of stock
here will realize the benefits to be derived from the use of
such an excellent food-stuff ready to their hands.-Dem.
Argosy.
'fhere are at the present time forty-five estates in this coi-
ony making sugar, but only a few of the larger estates are
(-'quipped with a plant for the manufacture of molascuit. It is
a peculiar feature of this product that it can be made entirely
by hand labor without the aid of machinery; but whereas the
average cost of hand manufacture is lOs. per ton, with a special
plant of machinery the cost can be reduced to 60 cents per
ton. l\folascuit as made here consists of about 75 per cent.
by weight of molasses and about 25 pel' cent. by weight of
megass meal. The mixed product contains from 50 to 55 per
cent. of sugar and about 1:3 pel' cent. of moisture. One of the
chief difficulties experienced in connection with its manufac-
ture here has been the drying of the megass meal. This meal
contains more than half its own weight of water, and the bulk
of the water must be eliminated, both for the purpose of en-
abling the meal to absorb the molasses and in order that the
molascuit may keep satisfactorily after its manufacture, and
not ferment. All these matters are being- made the object of
careful study on the estates, and the present process of manu-
facture, which is to a large extent automatic, results in the pro-
duction of a cattle-food which possesses great lIouishment and
which will keep in a temperate climate for an indefinite length -
of time. .
Feb., 1905.]
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The Dearborn Drng and Chemical 'Works of
Chicago, well known in the islands for their
oils and boiler componnds, have recently is-
sued a booklet advertising their Analytical De-
partment and giving prices for all ordinary
analyses.
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